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Equipment: 
 Target (hula hoop), approximately 30 inches in diameter with the center 6 ft off the ground.  Hang

.  Or make a a 30 inch circle or square on an outdoor 
solid wall with the center of the circle/square 6 ft off the ground. 

 Intermediate-size or high school footballs may be used. 

o Intermediate = 12-14 oz., 10-11 in. long, 19-20 in. short circumference. 
o High school = 14-15 oz., 10 7/8 - 11 7/16 in. long, 20 3/4 - 21 1/4 in. short circumference

Set-Up: 
  

 
        Furthest Target         Closest Target   Target 

  (7.5yd, 10yds, or 15yds)  (5yds, 5yds, or 10yds)      (30 inch diameter) 

The Game 
 Each participant will make five throws from 2 distances by age and gender as follows   

 Note: yards not feet 

Gender/Age Category 10 Point Distance 20 Point Distance 

Male 50-69 10 Yards 15 Yards 

Male 70 and over 5 Yards 10 Yards 

Female 5 Yards 7.5 Yards 

 Take five throws from the shortest distance for your age group.  
 After each throw, note on the score card whether or not your ball made it through the circle.  Slash for 

made throw, circle the box if missed. 
 After completing all five throws from that distance, record your score.  
 Take five throws from the longest distance for your age group. 
  After each throw, note on the score card whether or not your ball made it through the circle.  Slash for 

made throw, circle the box if missed. 
 Add up your points for throws from both distances  and record your TOTAL score. 
 Two warm-up or practice throws are allowed at each distance. 

 If you touch the ground on or beyond the throwing line during the throw or follow-through, it is a scratch 
and scores no points for that throw. 
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Virtual Football Throw 
Score Card  

      
EXAMPLE 
 

TEN PT THROWS TWENTY PT THROWS TOTAL

                          100
10 80 

  =  Miss (zero points)            = Successful Shot  
 
 
 

 
Official Score Card 

 

 
THROWS 

 
TEN POINT THROWS 

10 Yards or 5 Yards 

TWENTY POINT 
THROWS 

15 Yards, 10 Yards or 7.5 
Yards 

GRAND 
TOTAL

Made/missed                                           

TOTAL 

POINTS 

  


